Optogenetic Inhibition of Ventral Pallidum Neurons Impairs Context-Driven Salt Seeking
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Salt appetite, in which animals can immediately seek out salt when under a novel state of sodium deprivation, is a classic example of how homeostatic systems interface with learned associations to produce an on-the-fly updating of motivated behavior. Neural activity in the ventral pallidum (VP) has been shown to encode changes in the value of salt under such conditions, both the value of salt itself (Tindell et al., 2006) and the motivational value of its predictive cues (Tindell et al., 2009; Robinson and Berridge, 2013). However, it is not known whether the VP is necessary for salt appetite in terms of seeking out salt or consuming salt following sodium depletion. Here, we used a conditioned place-preference procedure to investigate the effects of optogenetically inhibiting the VP on context-driven salt seeking and the consumption of salt following deprivation. Male rats learned to associate one context with sucrose and another context with less-desirable salt. Following sodium depletion, and in the absence of either sucrose or salt, we found that inhibiting the VP selectively reduced the elevation in time spent in the salt-paired context. VP inhibition had minimal effects on the consumption of salt once it was made available. To our knowledge, this is the first evidence that the VP or any brain region is necessary for the ability to use contextual cues to guide salt seeking. These results highlight a dissociation between deficit-driven reward seeking and reward consumption to replenish those deficits, with the former process being particularly sensitive to on-line VP activity.
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Introduction

Survival requires an ability to modify behavior based on physiological needs. Changes in adaptive motivated behavior of this sort can occur through an integration of physiological signals with previously learned information regarding food sources. A striking example is the salt-appetite phenomenon, in which animals immediately seek out a once-undesirable salt solution when encountering a novel state of sodium deprivation (Richter, 1936; for review, see Geerling and Loewy, 2008). Following sodium depletion, rats will show increases in lever-pressing behavior for salt (Wagman, 1963) or to a previously salt-paired lever alone (Kriechhaus and Wolf, 1968), and the rate of lever pressing increases with the degree of sodium deprivation (Quartermain et al., 1967).

Animals under sodium deprivation will demonstrate adaptive salt seeking without ever having experienced a concentrated salt solution as pleasant (Fudim, 1978; Robinson and Berridge, 2013). Thus, adaptive salt seeking is regarded as a special form of a nonincremental behavioral adaptation (Dayan and Berridge, 2014). For example, following sodium deprivation, rats will im-
mediated engagement with a cue that had previously been paired with oral infusion of a highly concentrated salt solution (Robinson and Berridge, 2013). Similarly, rats are able to use contextual cues under extinction conditions to flexibly shift their preferences to a salt-paired context, depending on their deprivation state (Stouffer and White, 2005).

In addition to hormonal modulation (Zhang et al., 1984; Sakai et al., 1986, 1987), several brain regions implicated in motivation and reward learning have been shown to be important for deprivation-induced salt drinking to replenish the deficit. These include the lateral hypothalamus (LH; Wolf and Quartemain, 1967; Tandon et al., 2012), the central nucleus of the amygdala (CeA; Galaverna et al., 1993; Seeley et al., 1993; Tandon et al., 2012; Hu et al., 2015), and the nucleus accumbens (NAc; Roittman et al., 2002; Voorhies and Bernstein, 2006; Loriaux et al., 2011; Tandon et al., 2012).

Much less is known about the neural circuitry mediating the ability of salt-paired cues to guide salt seeking. Correlative studies have implicated areas, including the NAc, the ventral pallidum (VP), and the ventral tegmental area in salt seeking, which exhibit heightened activity in response to salt-paired cues following sodium deprivation as though to represent the updated value of those cues (Tindell et al., 2009; Robinson and Berridge, 2013). However, tests demonstrating a causally necessary role of a brain area for appetite-induced salt seeking remain to be conducted. Thus, it is unknown whether mechanisms for salt seeking are the same as, or dissociable from, those for the primary motivation to consume salt. One likely candidate for regulating salt-seeking is the VP, a key region for motivated behavior (Cromwell and Berridge, 1993; Smith et al., 2009; Root et al., 2015; Ahrens et al., 2016). Of note, VP neurons do not normally respond to cues predicting an aversive salt outcome (Tindell et al., 2009). Yet, after sodium depletion, VP neural activity immediately becomes accentuated to the salt-predicting cue as a correlate of the adaptive change in cue-triggered motivation caused by salt appetite.

To evaluate whether VP activity is necessary for context-driven salt-seeking behavior, we assessed the consequences of optogenetically suppressing VP activity as rats would normally seek out salt in a novel deprivation state. We designed a place-preference measure, rooted in prior work (Stouffer and White, 2005), in which animals associate separate contexts with sucrose and salt, and then, following salt depletion, immediately develop a preference for the salt-paired environment. Using this task, we found that VP disruption diminished salt seeking based on environmental cues and had minimal effects on salt consumption itself. These findings highlight a critical and specific role for the VP in integrating physiological states with learned environmental information to guide adaptive motivated behavior.

**Materials and Methods**

**Animals.** The subjects were male Long–Evans rats (n = 37; Charles River), which weighed 250–300 g on arrival. Rats were pair-housed on arrival in a climate-controlled colony room illuminated from 7:00 A.M. to 7:00 P.M. Following surgery, rats were individually housed for the duration of the experiment and were given ad libitum access to food and water during recovery for 2 weeks. Rats were then placed on a food-restriction schedule and maintained at 85% of their ad libitum weights for the duration of the experiment. The experiment was performed in accordance with the National Institute of Health’s Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals, and protocols were approved by the Dartmouth College Animal Care and Use Committee.

**Surgical procedures.** Surgery was performed under aseptic conditions with isoflurane anesthesia. Viral vector injections were made with a 33 gauge beveled needle (World Precision Instruments) and a Quintessential Stereotoxic Injector (Stoelting). The coordinates for targeting the anterior/central VP were 0.12 mm anterior from bregma, 2.40 mm from the midline, and 8.20 mm ventral from the skull surface (variations in final expression shown in Fig. 1). Infusions were made at 0.4 µl/site at a rate of 0.15 µl/min, and the syringe was left in place for 3 min to allow for diffusion. Rats in Group Halo (n = 17) received bilateral infusions of a halorhodopsin construct [AAV5-hSyn-eNpHR3.0-EYFP; Vector Core at the University of North Carolina (UNC Vector Core)], and rats in Group YFP/Control (n = 14) received bilateral infusions of a YFP-only construct [AAV5-hSyn-EYFP; UNC Vector Core]. Optical fiber implants (10 mm in length, 200 µm in diameter; Thorlabs or custom-made) were then lowered to 0.3 mm above the infusion sites. Bone screws and dental cement were affixed to the skull to anchor the fiber implants. We waited 3 weeks before the start of behavioral training.

**Apparatus.** Behavioral procedures, shown in Figure 1A, were performed using a custom-designed place-preference chamber (29.5 × 12.5 × 21 in; Dartmouth Apparatus Shop). The outside walls of the chamber were made of transparent acrylic. Plastic walls could be inserted to divide the chamber into three separate contexts during training. One context was designated the Grid context (12.5 × 12.5 × 18.5 in), which consisted of a grid-patterned acrylic floor, walls with pieces of electrical tape on the outside arranged in a grid-like pattern, and bedding beneath the floor similar to the bedding in animal home cages. Another context of equivalent size was designated the Clear context, which had a clear acrylic floor, clear acrylic walls, and no bedding. Both contexts also contained two distinctive objects (a metal binder clip or an empty plastic coverslip case) to make it easier for animals to discriminate between contexts. Both contexts had holes on either end to accommodate spouts attached to bottles filled with each solution, thus making the anesthetic cables accessible to rats inside the chamber. Connecting the Grid and Clear contexts was a Neutral context (5 × 12.5 × 18.5 in) with clear acrylic walls. The Neutral context was the starting point for every training day and test session throughout the experiment.

**Behavioral training.** Rats underwent 8 d of training in which they learned to associate one context (Grid or Clear) with access to 3% sucrose and the other context with access to 3% salt. Each solution also contained 2 g of sugar-free Kool-Aid powder (orange or grape) to aid discrimination. The assignment of context, solution, and Kool-Aid flavor pairings was all made pseudorandomly across rats but kept constant within rats. For each training day, rats were placed into the Neutral context and allowed access to only one context for 20 min (access to the other context was blocked). Rats could freely drink from 100 ml of either sucrose or salt. Rats were trained in each context for 4 d. The order of context exposure during training was counterbalanced across rats.

After the first 8 d of training, a baseline preference test session was given in which the rats were placed in the Neutral context and allowed free access to both the Grid and Clear contexts for the first time for 20 min. Rats were then trained using the same paradigm except the flavored solutions did not contain sucrose or salt. In addition, optogenetic cables (200 µm diameter; Thorlabs or Doric Lenses) were attached to the implants to familiarize rats to the cables, but no laser stimulation was given. Following the baseline test session, rats underwent 4 more days of retraining (2 d in each context). After the last day of retraining, rats were given systemic injections of the diuretic furosemide (10 mg/ml/kg, i.p.; Merck) to deplete rats of bodily sodium. To maintain sodium deprivation, rats were given a sodium-free food diet (TestDiet) and distilled water for the remainder of the experiment. After 48 h, the now sodium-depleted rats were then placed back into the chamber with access to both contexts for a second preference test session identical to the baseline test session (i.e., no sucrose or salt present). Rats in both groups received yellow (593.5 nm) light delivery through bilateral fiber implants using a diode-pumped solid-state laser, patch cords, beam splitter, and rotary joint. Illuminations were given on a 3s on, 3s off train throughout the duration of this test session. This cycle was used to avoid heating and provide comparable light on/off time for the session. Based on measuring the amount of power from the end of a dummy fiber implant, the estimated light power in the brain was 4.2–4.3 mW. Using an available light transmission calculator (http://web.stanford.edu/group/dlab/cgi-bin/graph/chart.php) and known irradiance values to evoke eNpHR3.0 phototransients at 50% maximum and at close to 0% (Mattis et al., 2011), we...
Figure 1.  
A, Behavioral procedure: rats were trained to associate one context with access to sucrose and another context with access to salt (4 d in each context, 20 min per session). Rats were then given a baseline test in which they were allowed access to both contexts for the first time in the absence of sucrose or salt (flavored solutions still present). After 4 d of retraining (2 d in each context), rats were sodium-depleted with furosemide (10 mg/kg, i.p.). After 48 h, rats were given a depletion test identical to the baseline test except that now rats received yellow laser stimulation (3 s on, 3 s off train). Finally, rats were given a consumption test identical to the depletion test but now sucrose and salt were available in each solution. B, Representative brain slice from a Halo rat showing eNpHR3.0-EYFP expression in the VP and fiber track. ac, Anterior commissure. C–E, Example of eNpHR3.0-EYFP, Neurotrace, and coexpression of each from a brain slice of a rat that received AAV5-hSyn-eNpHR3.0-EYFP infusions in the VP. F–H, Example of EYFP, Neurotrace, and coexpression of each from a brain slice of a rat that received AAV5-hSyn-EYFP infusions in the VP. I, Schematic diagram of eNpHR3.0-EYFP expression in the VP (shading overlay) and fiber implant placements (squares) from all Halo rats (n = 12). Numbers on the left are number of millimeters from bregma. Illustrations adapted from Paxinos and Watson (2009). J, Schematic diagram of eNpHR3.0-EYFP expression in the VP (shading overlay) and fiber implant placements (squares) from all rats classified as Misses (n = 5). Note that three placements are not mapped due to either the fiber placement being too anterior and not above or within the VP (beyond 0.36 mm from bregma; n = 2) or the fiber placement was unable to be located (n = 1). Numbers on the left are number of millimeters from bregma. Illustrations adapted from Paxinos and Watson (2009).
estimate that ~0.4 mm below our fiber tip neurons were 50% maximally inhibited, and at ~1 mm below the fiber neurons were not robustly responsive. On the next day, rats were then given a final preference test session with access to both contexts again with laser stimulation, except now sucrose and salt were available in their respective contexts. Following this test session, rats were placed back on their normal food and water diet.

**Experimental design and statistical analyses.** The primary measures we analyzed were the amount of solutions consumed during training and test sessions (in milliliters), the number of entries into each context during test sessions, the amount of time spent in each context during test sessions, and the duration of time spent consuming solutions during test sessions. In addition, the amount of time spent in each context and time spent consuming solutions was also analyzed in 5 min blocks. For analyses that included multiple data points from each subject, repeated-measures ANOVAs were used. For analyses that included only a single data point from each subject based on a priori test plans, generalized linear models were used.

Repeated-measures ANOVAs were used to analyze separately the amount of each solution consumed during acquisition with the between-subjects factor of Group (Halo, YFP/Control) and a within-subjects factor of Session (Days 1–4, Days 5–6 analyzed separately). For test sessions, elevation scores were calculated for each measure by computing the difference between the depletion and baseline tests. In addition, we calculated the proportion of time spent in the salt-paired context relative to both contexts for the baseline and depletion tests. We also analyzed the time spent in the salt-paired context when the laser was on compared with when the laser was off for Halo rats. For each of these measures, generalized linear models were used to analyze any group differences. For analysis of the 5 min time blocks repeated-measures ANOVAs were used to analyze the raw data from the depletion test for each group separately with within-subjects factors of Context (Sucrose, Salt) and Block (1–4). In addition, repeated-measures ANOVAs were used to analyze the amount of time spent consuming solutions (5 min blocks) during the consumption test for each group separately with within-subjects factors of Solution (Sucrose, Salt) and Block (1–4). Any significant interactions were followed up with generalized linear models using Bonferroni’s correction for multiple comparisons. Otherwise, all analyses had a rejection criterion of $p < 0.05$.

**Histological procedures.** Following behavioral testing, rats were anesthetized with sucrose solution, and perfused intracardially with 0.9% saline, followed by 10% formalin. Brains were extracted, placed in 20% sucrose, and then sliced in 40 µm sections. After being mounted on microscope slides, sections were coverslipped using a DAPI-containing hard-set mounting medium (Vectashield, Vector Laboratories). EYFP expression was verified using a fluorescent microscope (Olympus). Areas of EYFP expression and fiber implant placements were mapped onto corresponding figures of the Paxinos and Watson (2005) rat brain atlas. For the analysis of EYFP expression and fiber implant placements from all Halo rats that had acceptable expression and implant placements in the anterior/central VP (n = 12), Halo rats that did not have bilateral fiber placements within or just above the VP were categorized as Misses (n = 5; Fig. 1F). All YFP/Control rats had acceptable EYFP expression and fiber placements (n = 14). Rats classified as Misses did not differ from YFP/Control rats in any measure ($p > 0.05$) except for the amount of salt consumed following sodium depletion once it was made available. Based on elevation scores calculated from the last day that rats consumed salt during training, rats in the Misses group drank more salt than YFP/Control rats following sodium depletion (Misses: 5.8 ml; YFP/Control: 2.9 ml; $p = 0.025$). Because this was the only difference between Misses and YFP/Control rats and the deficits due to VP inhibition were observed in prior tests, Misses were combined with YFP/Control rats into one YFP/Control group (n = 19). On the day of the baseline test session, one of the bottles of solutions was spilled after running a Halo rat. Therefore, we removed that rat’s consumption data from that specific analysis (n = 11), but included that rat’s data for every other measure for the other analyses (n = 12).

**Results**

**Histology**

Figure 1B is a representative brain slice from a Halo rat showing eNhP3.R.0-EYFP expression in the VP along with the track from the fiber implant. Although eNhP3.R.0-EYFP expression extended beyond the borders of the VP in both the anterior–posterior and mediolateral planes, all implant placements were located either within the VP or just above it. Figure 1C–H shows images of EYFP, Neurotrace (a neuron-selective fluorescent label), and colocalization of both in the same cells of Halo and YFP/Control rats. Cells positive for EYFP but not Neurotrace were not observed. Figure 1I is a map of eNhP3.R.0-EYFP expression and fiber implant placements from all Halo rats that had acceptable expression and implant placements in the anterior/central VP (n = 12). Halo rats that did not have bilateral fiber placements within or just above the VP were categorized as Misses (n = 5; Fig. 1F). All YFP/Control rats had acceptable EYFP expression and fiber placements (n = 14). Rats classified as Misses did not differ from YFP/Control rats in any measure ($p > 0.05$) except for the amount of salt consumed following sodium depletion once it was made available. Based on elevation scores calculated from the last day that rats consumed salt during training, rats in the Misses group drank more salt than YFP/Control rats following sodium depletion (Misses: 5.8 ml; YFP/Control: 2.9 ml; $p = 0.025$). Because this was the only difference between Misses and YFP/Control rats and the deficits due to VP inhibition were observed in prior tests, Misses were combined with YFP/Control rats into one YFP/Control group (n = 19). On the day of the baseline test session, one of the bottles of solutions was spilled after running a Halo rat. Therefore, we removed that rat’s consumption data from that specific analysis (n = 11), but included that rat’s data for every other measure for the other analyses (n = 12).

**Recordings**

We recorded 19 VP cells that were responsive to light delivery: 12 cells were inhibited and 7 cells were excited. Figure 2A shows the average normalized activity of inhibited cells during the 3 s period before light delivery (Pre-Light), during light delivery (Light), and during the 3 s period after light delivery (Post-Light). Note the data for the Pre-Light and Post-Light periods are identical due to the continuous light on/off delivery cycle (3 s on/off). Inhibi-
Figure 2.  

A, Normalized activity of inhibited cells (n = 12) during the 3 s period before light delivery (Pre-Light), during light delivery (Light), and during the 3 s period after light delivery (Post-Light). Note the data for the Pre-Light and Post-Light periods are identical due to the continuous light on/off delivery cycle (3 s on/off). 

B, Activity of inhibited cells during the Pre-Light, Light, and Post-Light periods in 200 ms bins. 

C, Top, Normalized activity of excited cells (n = 7) during the Pre-Light, Light, and Post-Light delivery periods. Bottom, Activity of excited cells during the Pre-Light, Light, and Post-Light periods in 200 ms bins. 

D, Proportion of inhibited units out of total recorded units from the tetrodes on which the inhibited unit was recorded during each session. Error bars represent the SEM. *p < 0.05 compared with baseline average. ns, Not significant.

Figure 2C, top, shows the normalized activity of excited cells during the Pre-Light, Light, and Post-Light delivery periods. Of excited cells, there was a much weaker 19% overall increase in activity on average. Figure 2C, bottom, shows the activity of excited cells during these same periods in 0.2 s bins. T tests comparing each 200 ms bin of the light-delivery period showed that all 0.2 s bins were significantly reduced compared with baseline (before or after light delivery). There were no significant changes in activity in any 0.2 s bin before or after light delivery, suggesting a precisely time-locked firing-inhibition effect of light. The prelight dip in activity (Fig. 2B) is not significant compared with baseline. On inspection of the units, it appeared to result from units with bursty activity having troughs spuriously aligned at this time. For example, one unit had normalized baseline activity that ranged from 0.1 to 2.1 Hz during baseline, and from 0.2 to 1.1 Hz during illumination, thus being dampened overall in activity by the light but retaining activity variability.

Figure 2C, bottom, shows the activity of excited cells during the Pre-Light, Light, and Post-Light delivery periods. Of excited cells, there was a much weaker 19% overall increase in activity on average. Figure 2C, bottom, shows the activity of excited cells during these same periods in 0.2 s bins. T tests confirmed that, in contrast to inhibited cells, excited cells showed significant increases in activity that started slower, in the 0.2–0.4 s bin after light onset, and that occurred in total for only 1 s during the 3 s light-delivery period. A subset of neurons exhibiting excitation at a slower latency is commonly observed in such preparations, and is likely due to those cells lacking the opsin yet being modulated by larger circuit dynamics (Anikeeva et al., 2011; Smith et al., 2012).

We additionally analyzed the proportion of recorded units inhibited or excited by light (Fig. 2D–G). We note that it is unclear whether the recorded units that were not responsive were within the range of effective illumination given that impedance was relatively low and some tetrodes were 1 mm from the fiber. To deal with this uncertainty, we calculated a range of possible proportions of responsive units including the following: (1) proportion of inhibited units out of total recorded units (13%), (2) proportion of inhibited units out of total recorded units from tetrodes that had an inhibited or excited unit in that same recording session (34%; isolating only tetrodes that recorded responsive units), (3) proportion of inhibited units out of total recorded units from the tetrodes on which the inhibited unit was recorded during each session (67%; isolating only tetrodes that recorded an inhibited unit), and (4) proportion of inhibited units out of total recorded units on tetrodes that ever had an inhibited unit in any recording session (28%; isolating only tetrodes that at some time recorded an inhibited unit). These numbers indicate that the proportion of inhibited neurons in the VP ranged from 13 to 67%.

No evidence of photoelectric artifacts was observed in the high-frequency-filtered spike data. Single-unit activity always had amplitudes on the different tetrode wires unlike what would be expected from artifacts, did not have large voltage deflections at the time of light onset or offset as can occur (Kozai and Vazquez, 2013), and lacked complex waveforms that could have emerged from simultaneous photoelectric artifact and spiking. Most importantly, we note that photoelectric artifacts by their nature are observed in such recording preparations as phasic excitations, which would not have been factors in the inhibitions we report. Photoelectric artifacts were also not observed in our spike recordings where tetrodes were immersed in saline, similar to related reports where such artifacts appear in lower-frequency filtered signals (Han et al., 2009; Kravitz et al., 2013). There were no voltage deflections that differentiated light on/off periods, no spike-like waveforms present in the saline recordings, no complex waveforms that could implicate photoelectric artifacts com-
bined with the sibe wave, and no clusting of waveforms outside of the sibe wave and ambient noise.

Acquisition
Figure 3 presents the amount of solution consumed across the 6 d of training in each context. As expected, both groups consumed more sucrose than salt during training. Sucrose consumption increased across days, while salt consumption remained low. There were no differences between groups. In terms of sucrose consumption, a repeated-measures ANOVA over the first 4 d confirmed an effect of Session ($F_{(3,87)} = 14.7, p < 0.01$) but no effect of Group ($F_{(1,29)} = 0.86, p = 0.36$) or Group $\times$ Session interaction ($F_{(3,87)} = 0.41, p = 0.75$). For the 2 d of training after the baseline test session, a repeated-measures ANOVA confirmed a marginal effect of Session ($F_{(1,29)} = 4.04, p = 0.054$) and no effect of Group ($F_{(1,29)} = 0.02, p = 0.89$) or Group $\times$ Session interaction ($F_{(1,29)} = 0.17, p = 0.68$). In terms of salt consumption, a repeated-measures ANOVA confirmed no effects over the first 4 d ($p = 0.26$) and for the 2 d of training after the baseline test session ($p = 0.27$).

Test
Time in context
Depletion test. Figure 4A presents the elevation in time spent in the sucrose-paired and salt-paired contexts during the depletion test compared with the baseline test. Importantly, there was no sucrose or salt present during these test sessions. In direct comparison, YFP/Control rats spent 131.6% more time in the salt-paired context compared with Halo rats following sodium depletion ($p = 0.038$). There were no group differences in the amount of time spent in the sucrose-paired context following sodium depletion ($p = 0.16$). In addition, there were no group differences in the amount of time spent in the Neutral context following sodium depletion, with Halo and YFP/Control rats showing a similar average decrease in time spent in the Neutral context compared with baseline ($p = 0.24$). Figure 4B plots the proportion of time spent in the salt-paired context compared with the total amount time spent in both the sucrose-paired and salt-paired contexts during the baseline and depletion tests. Further confirming the deficit observed with elevation scores, YFP/Control rats spent a greater amount of time in the salt-paired context during the depletion test than in the baseline test ($p < 0.01$), while Halo rats showed no difference ($p = 0.42$). When the amount of time spent in the salt-paired context during the depletion test was analyzed for Halo rats in relation to when the laser was on or off, there were no differences. On average, Halo rats spent 245.4 s in the salt-paired context when the laser was off compared with a nearly identical 244.1 s when the laser was on (data not shown; $p = 0.97$).

Figure 4C,D plots the amount of time spent in the sucrose-paired and salt-paired contexts during the depletion test in 5 min blocks for Halo rats and YFP/Control rats, respectively. Across all 5 min blocks, Halo rats did not spend more time in the salt-paired context compared with the sucrose-paired context. In contrast, YFP/Control rats spent more time in the salt-paired context than in the sucrose-paired context across all 5 min blocks. For YFP/Control rats, a repeated-measures ANOVA confirmed an effect of Context ($F_{(1,18)} = 13.99, p < 0.01$) and Block ($F_{(3,54)} = 4.03, p = 0.01$) but no Context $\times$ Block interaction ($F_{(3,54)} = 0.68, p = 0.57$). For Halo rats, a repeated-measures ANOVA confirmed no effects ($p \geq 0.21$). Thus, halorhodopsin-evoked inhibition of the VP blocked the appetite-induced preference for the salt-paired context.

Consumption test. This effect of halorhodopsin during the depletion test appeared specific to context-driven salt seeking, as it did not affect behavior much when animals were allowed to consume the salt and sucrose in the subsequent consumption test (Fig. 4E,F). During this test, both Halo and YFP/Control rats generally spent more time in the salt-paired context than in the sucrose-paired context. In contrast, YFP/Control rats spent more time in the salt-paired context than in the sucrose-paired context during only the second block ($p < 0.01$, Bonferroni corrected). In contrast, an ANOVA for YFP/Control rats confirmed that they spent more overall time in the salt-paired context than in the sucrose-paired context during the test session with a main effect of Context ($F_{(1,18)} = 7.73, p = 0.01$). Additionally, there was an effect of Block ($F_{(3,54)} = 5.48, p < 0.01$), but no Context $\times$ Block interaction ($F_{(3,54)} = 2.47, p = 0.07$).

Number of entries
Figure 5 shows the elevation in the number of entries into the sucrose-paired and salt-paired contexts following sodium depletion compared with the baseline test session. Entries did not differ between groups. Both Halo and YFP/Control rats showed comparable decreases in the number of entries regardless of context ($p \geq 0.87$). This decrease was likely due to habituation to the environment from the baseline exposure to the depletion test exposure, as presumably the ability to explore all three chambers was more novel the first time (baseline test).

Drinking
Paired flavors (depletion test). Figure 6A shows the elevation in the amount of sucrose-paired and salt-paired flavored solutions consumed during the depletion test compared with the baseline test.
(sucrose and salt were not present during either test, only their paired flavors). There was a marginal effect of YFP/Control rats drinking less of the sucrose-paired solution than Halo rats ($p = 0.052$) and no group difference in drinking the salt-paired solution ($p = 0.55$). Although there was no significant difference between groups in terms of the amount of each flavored solution consumed, YFP/Control rats consumed significantly more salt-paired flavor than sucrose-paired flavor. Halo rats also consumed more salt-paired flavor than sucrose-paired flavor, but the difference was not as great (Halo: $p = 0.07$; YFP/Control: $p < 0.01$, within-group comparisons). In short, animals with VP inhibition did not quite significantly favor the salt-paired flavor over the sucrose-paired flavor, and yet while YFP/Controls did, the groups were no different in overall salt-flavor consumption in direct comparison.

**Salt and sucrose (consumption test).** Figure 6B shows the elevation in consumption of the sucrose-paired and salt-paired solutions following sodium depletion once sucrose and salt were made available. These elevation scores were computed by calculating the difference between the amount of sucrose and salt consumed on the last day of training from the amount rats consumed during the test session. The increase in salt consumption was comparable across groups ($p = 0.99$ group comparison), as was the decrease in sucrose consumption ($p = 0.94$ group comparison). Both groups consumed more salt than sucrose following sodium depletion (Halo: $p < 0.01$; YFP/Control: $p < 0.01$ within group comparisons), which confirms that rats were sodium-depleted. Thus, evidence demonstrated that both groups exhibited a salt appetite in terms of consumption measures.

To explore this further, we assessed the time spent consuming sucrose and salt solutions in 5 min blocks (Fig. 6C,D). YFP/Control rats spent more time drinking the salt solution compared with the sucrose solution over the first two blocks, but this difference was no longer observed over the second two blocks. Although Halo rats also showed a similar trend as YFP/Control rats, the difference observed in the first two blocks was statistically significant only for YFP/Control rats after correction for multiple comparisons. An ANOVA for Halo rats confirmed no effect of Solution ($F_{(1,11)} = 1.09, p = 0.32$), but an effect of Block ($F_{(3,33)} = 5.63, p < 0.01$) and a Solution $\times$ Block interaction ($F_{(3,33)} = 4.37, p = 0.01$). Although this suggested differential drinking of salt across time, an analysis of each 5 min block using generalized linear models (Bonferroni corrected) revealed no significant differences (Block 1, $p = 0.15$; Block 2, $p = 0.11$), suggesting that the timing difference was more subtle. An ANOVA for YFP/Control rats similarly confirmed main effects of Solution ($F_{(1,18)} = 4.66, p = 0.045$), Block ($F_{(3,54)} = 25.86, p < 0.01$), and a Solution $\times$ Block interaction ($F_{(3,54)} = 15.57, p < 0.01$).

In contrast to Halo rats, analysis of each block using generalized linear models (Bonferroni corrected) revealed that YFP/Control rats
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**Figure 4.** A. Elevation in time spent in sucrose-paired and salt-paired contexts during the depletion test following sodium depletion compared with the baseline test. Compared with Halo rats, YFP/Control rats showed a greater elevation in time spent in the salt-paired context. There was no difference in time spent in the sucrose-paired context. B. The proportion of time spent in the salt-paired context relative to the time spent in both the sucrose-paired and salt-paired contexts during the baseline and depletion tests. YFP/Control rats spent a greater proportion of time in the salt-paired context following sodium depletion during the depletion test compared with the baseline test. Halo rats showed no differences. C. Amount of time Halo rats spent in the sucrose-paired and salt-paired contexts during the depletion test in 5 min blocks. Halo rats did not show any differences in time spent in one context versus the other context across the entire session. D. Amount of time YFP/Control rats spent in the sucrose-paired and salt-paired contexts during the depletion test in 5 min blocks. Control rats spent more time in the salt-paired context compared with the sucrose-paired context across the entire session. E. Amount of time Halo rats spent in the sucrose-paired and salt-paired contexts during the consumption test in 5 min blocks. Halo rats spent significantly more time in the salt-paired context than in the sucrose-paired context during only the second block. F. Amount of time YFP/Control rats spent in the sucrose-paired and salt-paired contexts during the consumption test in 5 min blocks. YFP/Control rats spent significantly more time in the salt-paired context than in the sucrose-paired context during the first two blocks. Error bars represent the SEM. *$p < 0.05$; **$p < 0.01$ after Bonferroni’s correction.
spent more time consuming the salt solution compared with the sucrose solution over the first two blocks \((p < 0.01)\). Together with the elevation in salt consumption following sodium depletion, these results suggest that VP inhibition did not reduce the motivation to pursue and consume salt following sodium depletion once salt was made available.

**Posterior VP perturbation**

Of the 17 rats initially designed to target the central VP, five rats that were not included in the above data analysis had fiber placements within or above the VP that were located \(\geq 0.36 \) mm behind bregma (range, \(-0.36 \) to \(-0.60 \) mm). In contrast, rats included in the above data analysis (Group Halo; \(n = 12\)) had fiber placements much more anterior (range, \(+0.36 \) to \(+0.12 \) mm). Thus, we separately analyzed the data from rats fortuitously having more posterior fiber placements (Group Posterior Halo; \(n = 5\)). Figure 7A presents a map of eNhHR3.0-EYFP expression and fiber implant placements from all Posterior Halo rats. Other than showing a greater decrease in time spent in the Neutral context compared with baseline following sodium depletion \((p < 0.01)\), Group Posterior Halo rats showed no differences compared with YFP/Control rats in terms of any measure (elevation in time spent in sucrose-paired and salt-paired contexts; \(p \geq 0.51\); Fig. 7B; proportion of time in salt-paired context: \(p \geq 0.10\); elevation in number of entries: \(p \geq 0.30\); elevation in consumption: \(p \geq 0.18\)). Similarly, when analyzed in terms of 5 min bins, these rats also showed a clear salt-seeking increase that was observed throughout the session (Context: \(F_{(1,4)} = 18.1, p = 0.01\); Block: \(F_{(3,12)} = 1.2, p = 0.34\); Context \(\times\) Block: \(F_{(3,12)} = 0.17, p = 0.91\); Fig. 7C), and they consumed more salt than sucrose following sodium depletion \((p < 0.01\); Fig. 7D). Following sodium depletion, Group Posterior Halo rats compared directly with Halo rats showed a greater elevation in time spent in the salt-paired context (similar to YFP/Control rats; \(p < 0.01\)).

**Discussion**

Salt appetite is an example of how the integration of physiological needs and prior experience with food sources can dramatically modify motivated behavior (Kriechhaus and Wolf, 1968; Fudim, 1978). The seeking of salt in this case can occur immediately, before new learning or conditioning, as a form of on-the-fly updating of motivational goals (Tindell et al., 2009; Dayan and Berridge, 2014). Here, using a place-preference procedure, we show that the VP is necessary for this updating, and is thus critical for integrating learned information with nutritional deficits to drive context-driven goal seeking. The lack of any robust effect of VP inhibition on consuming a salt-paired flavor, which had accrued attractive value after the depletion in similar fashion to the context, suggested that the salt pursuit based on context preferentially required VP involvement. This finding, along with the minimal change in salt consumption itself, highlights an important neural dissociation in the VP for the seeking of needed nutrients versus their ingestion.

Interestingly, this immediate change in salt seeking following sodium depletion is not always observed, specifically when rats are trained to press a lever or pull a chain for salt delivery (Dickinson, 1986). Despite other work suggesting that salt seeking is immediate when rats are trained to press a lever for salt delivery (Kriechhaus and Wolf, 1968), the contrasting results of Dickinson (1986) and those using Pavlovian procedures (Robinson and Berridge, 2013; current study) suggests that salt appetite may be processed differentially under Pavlovian and instrumental settings.

**VP and cue–reward learning**

Neurons in the VP have been previously shown to encode the updating of the motivational value of salt-paired cues (Tindell et al., 2009; Robinson and Berridge, 2013). Traditionally regarded as a structure for translating motivation into behavior (Mogenson et al., 1980), evidence such as this instead suggests that the VP participates critically in the motivational processes themselves (Smith et al., 2009). For example, in recent work, we have shown that chemogenetic disruption of VP neurons reduces the motivational attraction to reward-paired cues (sign-tracking behavior) without affecting the expression of that motivation once it has been acquired (Chang et al., 2015). The results here provide further evidence that the VP is important for motivational processes that direct animals to reward cues.

**Anterior versus posterior VP**

The VP is a functionally heterogeneous structure. Pharmacologic manipulations of the whole VP can produce changes in motivation, for example in eating behavior, while manipulations of the posterior quadrant of the VP affects hedonic processing as well (Johnson et al., 1993; Stratford et al., 1999; Smith and Berridge, 2005). The area of the VP targeted here was in its anterior/central location, an area previously shown to be needed for the motivation to eat, place preferences for reward, and sign tracking (Hiroi and White, 1993; McAlonan et al., 1993; Smith and Berridge, 2005; Dallimore et al., 2006; Chang et al., 2015). While recognizing the lower subject numbers from fortuitous manipulations of the posterior VP, the clear lack of any effect trend on salt seeking is notable given that VP neural activity in this posterior zone tracks the change in the hedonic and incentive value of salt across appetite states (Tindell et al., 2006, 2009). However, our finding is consistent with recent work showing a preferential role for anterior but not posterior VP in cue-induced cocaine seeking (Mahler et al., 2014).

**Light-delivery cycles**

For Halo rats, the on/off cycle timing did not map on to changes in context-driven salt seeking. Considering that the cycles of light delivery were relatively short, it is possible that momentary

---

**Figure 7**

Elevation in the number of entries into the sucrose-paired and salt-paired contexts during the depletion test following sodium depletion compared with the baseline test. Halo and YFP/Control rats showed no differences. Error bars represent the SEM.
changes in salt-seeking motivation were not reflected in the typically longer-duration changes in movement between task contexts. Conversely, it is also possible that navigation to reward contexts is not regulated at the neural level moment-to-moment, suggesting that the lack of difference between light on/off phases here could be due to a temporally long process for the VP to integrate stimuli and appetites that we sufficiently disrupted.

General motor activity and salt consumption
VP inhibition in our study had no apparent effect on general motor activity. Halo and YFP/Control rats showed comparable numbers of context entries, and both groups showed a reduction in the number of entries that were comparable regardless of context during the depletion test. We believe this reduction was due to habituation to the test environment from the baseline test to the depletion test. VP inhibition also had no effect on the consumption of salt following sodium depletion once it was made available. Both Halo and YFP/Control rats showed comparable increases in salt consumption and decreases in sucrose consumption following sodium depletion, suggesting the primary motivation to consume salt was unaltered. This is somewhat surprising given the role of the VP in the motivation to eat (Stratford et al., 1999; Smith et al., 2009; Root et al., 2015). The VP has also not been studied in relation to salt consumption following depletion, which is known to depend on such brain areas as the CeA and LH (Wolf and Quartermain, 1967; Galaverna et al., 1993; Seeley et al., 1993); the lack of impact of VP inhibition on salt consumption here could indicate that these other areas instead guide homeostatically regulated consummatory behaviors or else can compensate for the loss of VP involvement. The same question remains for depletion-induced increases in salt palatability, which is related to (posterior) VP activity (Tindell et al., 2006), but which could conceivably have survived the VP perturbations applied here.

Conclusion and remaining questions
The precise nature of the deficit observed here for salt seeking requires further studies to resolve, though we argue that the most parsimonious explanation of our results is one of a deficit in integrating learned cues with appetite states for context-driven salt seeking. For example, it is certainly possible that the VP plays a role in Pavlovian reward seeking of any kind (Smith et al., 2009). Thus, whether the VP is involved in salt or sucrose consumption and context-driven seeking for either under homeostatic conditions are unanswered questions that require future investigation. However, in such cases, after the value of the reward (e.g., sugar in a cue–sugar associative situation) is acquired, it remains mostly stable. When there is a motivational state change that must be integrated with such associations to guide changes in reward seeking, there must be a brain mechanism to accomplish this. We argue that the VP is one such mechanism based on the results here, raising the question of whether other brain areas that represent predicted reward value in Pavlovian learning function similarly. We also note the similar reduction in time spent in the neutral context for Halo rats during the depletion test compared with baseline, which suggests that the behavior of YFP/Controls after depletion reflected a motivational bias toward the salt context at the expense of the neutral and sucrose contexts rather than a bias away from sucrose. It then follows that the indiscriminate time that Halo rats spent between salt and sucrose contexts is best understood as a loss of their normal bias toward the salt context. This notion is also bolstered by the previous report that VP neurons acquire a response to cues predicting salt immediately after depletion, while their simultaneous response to sugar cues remains strong and unchanged as the value of the sugar remains stable (Tindell et al., 2009). Separately, we recognize the possibility that the VP disruptions impaired context memory recall, as VP is needed for memory-guided tasks for reward (Floresco et al., 1999; Zhang et al., 2005). However, here, context...
entries might have been expected to rise in such a case if the animals were seeking salt but unable to recall contextual information. Given the above wealth of evidence for VP roles in stimulus–reward processing, we favor the interpretation that VP inhibition disrupted the linkage between homeostatic deficits, context–reward associations, and motivational output.

Although we observed a deficit in context-driven salt seeking after inhibiting VP activity, salt seeking was not completely abolished. Disinhibition of VP neurons not expressing eNpHR3.0, lack of complete VP inhibition, and other functionally complementary brain regions remaining online are all factors that may account for this. Indeed, we observed incomplete activity suppression (13–67% of units inhibited; 31% inhibition level). This is consistent with other reports, most notably that of Anikeeva et al. (2011), who used a similar tetrode recording design and viral vector. They found 29% of recorded units exhibited firing inhibition, and in those a 53–83% level of inhibition. Our prior work in the cortex similarly observed a 56% inhibition in responsive neurons (Smith et al., 2012). The level of inhibition achieved here thus appeared typical, if slightly low. Of relevance as well, Kravitz et al. (2013) found 13% of striatal cells responsive to light using a Cre-dependent channelrhodopsin-containing vector.

In summary, optogenetic inhibition of the VP impaired adaptive salt seeking following sodium depletion and had minimal effects on the consumption of salt once it was available. Uncovering a brain region that is causally, and preferentially, relevant for context-driven reward seeking based on appetite demands sets the stage for further investigation into brain-circuit mechanisms for this adaptive behavioral process.
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